Above ground pool
SOAK UP SOME SUMMER FUN!
2020

Sima, all summer long!

Your one-stop location

for summer fun!

Our pool expertise goes back 30 years! Our mission, however, is
much larger. Our goal is to step in as your partner to allow you to
enjoy summer to its fullest. Proximity, accessibility and trust... Your
Sima dealer is there for you. They will size your needs and offer
you personalized service, from the purchase of your pool to its
installation, including accessories and maintenance services.
Your well-being is their priority!
Feel like diving head first into summer?
Discover our Inspiration product line that
offers style, durability and affordability,
for memorable, magical times with friends
and family!
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All of our pools
are made in Canada.
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7-inch resin rail
(9-inch rail on oval models)

The resin rails offer superior UV
resistance compared to wood rails,
and require no maintenance.

SAVANNA

Round

above-ground pool
Wooden pool

10 feet

8 feet x 16 feet

13 feet

10 feet x 18 feet

15 feet

10 feet x 22 feet

18 feet

13 feet x 25 feet

20 feet

15 feet x 27 feet

23 feet

15 feet x 31 feet

26 feet
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This above-ground pool features a contemporary
design. Its undeniable quality offers exceptional
weatherability and superior resistance to our
harsh winters. This model gets a perfect score!

Shapes and sizes

Colours
Yellow pine walls

This model isn’t only about
looks. The durability of
the type of wood, superior
to cedar, translates into
unmatched quality.

52-inch wall

TIP
FROM YOUR

SIMA

DEALER
Did you know that
the water temperature
of wooden pools is 8 °F
higher than ordinary
above-ground pools?

Salt water
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To learn more, visit
simacanada.ca
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Formats et dimensions

TOUNDRA

Round
8 feet
10 feet

semi-inground pool

13 feet
15 feet
18 feet

9-inch resin rail

Wooden pool

10 feet x 22 feet
13 feet x 25 feet
15 feet x 27 feet
15 feet x 31 feet
18 feet x 34 feet

26 feet
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8 feet x 16 feet
10 feet x 18 feet
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Offering superior strength and elegance,
this model is made of red pine and its parts
have been pressure-treated using synthetic
products for a pool that will stand the test of
time. A sure choice for style and quality!

The resin rails offer superior
UV resistance compared to
wood rails, and require no
maintenance.

20 feet

Oval

Colours

Red pine walls

Pine offers superior
resistance to fungal decay
as compared to cedar.

TIP
FROM YOUR

SIMA

DEALER
Did you know
that the water
temperature of
wooden pools is
8 °F higher than
ordinary aboveground pools?

Salt water
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To learn more, visit
simacanada.ca
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Shapes and sizes

Round

Oval

12 feet

12 feet x 24 feet

15 feet

15 feet x 26 feet

18 feet

15 feet x 30 feet

21 feet

18 feet x 33 feet

24 feet
27 feet

9-inch resin rail and
contrasting posts

ZION

Resin is UV resistant and
requires no maintenance.

Salt water
system
c

o

Resin pools
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QUANTUM LX
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above-ground pool

With their modern appeal, the ZION and QUANTUM
LX models feature an extremely robust structure
made entirely of UV resin. Year after year, your pool
will maintain its pristine look. Pools designed with
elegance and style top of mind!

30 feet

i
patibil

To learn more, visit
simacanada.ca

above-ground pool
54-inch wall

For heightened
security

MANCHESTER
WALL

TIP
FROM YOUR

SIMA

DEALER
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Many factors must be considered
when buying a pool. Take the time
to talk to a SIMA dealer about your
needs. They will guide you through
the various shapes, sizes and
materials available!
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Shapes and sizes

 RIFTWOOD
D
wall

Round

Oval

12 feet

12 feet x 16 feet

15 feet

12 feet x 20 feet

18 feet

12 feet x 24 feet

21 feet

15 feet x 26 feet

24 feet

15 feet x 30 feet

27 feet

18 feet x 33 feet

30 feet

Salt water
system

IMPERIA
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above-ground pool
NEW

Resin pools
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With their streamlined design and modern
appeal, the IMPERIA and GEMINI models pair
style, performance and durability. Building
upon the expertise and know-how of AquaLeader, these pools will bring great joy to
your summer. Dive in!

ADE IN

GEMINI

above-ground pool
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6-inch
resin rail
To learn more, visit
simacanada.ca

52-inch wall

KOA wall

6-inch resin rail

Resin is UV resistant
and requires no
maintenance.
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Shapes and sizes

Round
12 feet
15 feet
18 feet
21 feet

6-inch
steel rail

ARA

Steel rails provide
stability, strength
and elegance.

above-ground pool

24 feet
27 feet

To learn more, visit
simacanada.ca

Steel pools
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Are you looking for a quality product at an affordable
price? Designed following longstanding above-ground
pool tradition, the ARA and ARIAN models feature
sturdy steel parts for peace of mind and years of
enjoyment. You can’t go wrong!

COUNTRY wall

ADE IN

TUSCANY
wall

ARIAN

above-ground pool

52-inch wall
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H O R S - T E R R E
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Accessories and

equipment
Continuously striving to offer top quality
products, Sima has developed the Distinct
collection, featuring leading-edge equipment
and essential accessories to ensure your
summer is sunny and worry free!
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TIP
FROM YOUR

SIMA

DEALER

Sand filtration
The pump allows water to flow throughout
the pool and to go through the filtration
system. The sand (natural stone and glass
can also serve as filter materials) retains
dirt to make the water cleaner.

FILTRATION
Filters

C

by Haywayd

ER
DEAL
HO

by Carvin

sand filter

ICE

DISTINCTION

cartridge filter

HIGH PERFORMANCE
AND ENERGY EFFICIENT
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sand filter

DISTINCTION
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cartridge filter

SPLASH

IMPECCABLE
FILTRATION
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XSTREAM

ICE

'S

These compact, energy-efficient systems are
designed to remove solid suspended particles from
pool water. They feature top-performing technology
commonly used in residential filtration systems.
What’s more, cleaning does not require a backwash.
In other words, you save on water treatment
chemicals and heating costs.

HO

Did you know that
you should clean
your sand filter at
least once a year?
The best time to
do so is when
opening your pool
in the spring.

PRO SERIES
sand filter
by Hayward
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The pump plays a vital role in renewing
your pool water as it pushes the water
through the filter. Make sure to pick the
right one!
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PUMPS

E
1S

EXCEPTIONAL
RELIABILITY

DISTINCTION
by Distinction

2S

POWERFLO MATRIX
by Hayward

2S

1S

1S

2-speed pumps

Variable 2-speed pumps
	

	The pump’s digital controls allow you
to program the pump so that it switches
between high and low speed given times
during the day.

Save

SILENSOR
by Nirvana

up to

savings of up to 70%.
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by Carvin

1-speed pumps

	These pumps run on high or low speed.
Also, they are quiet and allow for energy

VS

MAXI

VS

	These are less costly and offer reliable
performance, year after year.

2S

1S

2S

Types of pumps
1S

IC
O
H

70

%

per
summer

TIP FROM HYDRO-QUÉBEC

Program
and save!

Save with a
2-speed pump.

See details and conditions at
hydroquebec.com/pools
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TIP
FROM YOUR
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RELIABLE
AND QUIET
DISTINCTION
INVERTER

DEALER
By reducing your
water temperature
by two degrees, you
save approximately
25% on the cost of
heating.

Heat pump
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Heat pumps allow you to extend your pool
season from earlier in the spring to later
in the fall. You’re able to get the most out
of your summer! Of every type of heating
system, heat pumps are the most energy
efficient as they consume only a little bit
of energy to produce heat.

F SERIES
by Nirvana

Variable speed heat
pump starting at
85,000 BTU

Even more with the
INVERTER technology
Quiet and energy efficient, heat pumps featuring
INVERTER technology (also known as variable
speed) maintain an ideal water temperature
while ensuring 50% higher energy efficiency than
traditional heat pumps. When turned on, they
start at zero and gradually increase to a higher
speed. This produces a stable current and
reduces energy consumption. These heat pumps
are also designed to work in low temperatures.

HAYWARD HP

DISTINCTION

20

HAYWARD HP
INVERTER
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UV technology
When water passes in front of the lamp,
the microorganisms it contains are eliminated:
99% of bacteria and viruses are eliminated.
This is a safe automatic treatment to be
used in combination with your main
purification system.

PURIFICATION
Salt water chlorine generator
Simple and efficient, generators work by electrolysis,
breaking down the salt in the water into chlorine
and sodium. This ensures the daily purification
of your pool water.

chlorine
generator

by RBF International

by Hayward

CALYPSO
PRODUCTS

These products are
designed to stabilize,
purify and maintain
water quality for an
exceptional pool
season.
With the Kool Kit, your pool
only needs 5 minutes of
maintenance per week—
for algae-free water,
guaranteed! Once you
discover this kit, you won’t
be able to live without it!
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by Carvin

AQUATROL

AN

chlorine
generator

M

for above-ground
or inground pools

Chemicals

C

OLLO

UV LIGHT

technology

AQUATROL
Low salt
chlorine
generator

par Hayward

TIP
FROM YOUR

SIMA

To learn more, visit simacanada.ca
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DEALER

Never mix different
chemicals. Add them
one at a time and
rinse your container
between each.
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CLEANING

POOL ACCESS

Our automatic cleaning solutions are simple,
easy to use, energy efficient and offer
high performance.

The wide surface of each step and the railing makes
getting in and out of the pool a breeze. What’s more,
steps are great for sitting down, relaxing and keeping
an eye on the children.

An exterior ladder with an automatically locking
door allows you to secure the pool and prevent
unsupervised access by children.

C
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Ladders
ER

Steps

DEAL

Swimming is even more enjoyable when your pool
features a safe, convenient access. Choose the
right equipment for your needs.

HO

ICE

QUIET, AGILE
AND EFFICIENT

DISTINCTION
cleaner
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AQUABUG
Security ladder
by Olympic

by Innovaplas /
Lumi-O
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steps

ADE IN
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BILTMOR

par Hayward

C

M

cleaner

Steps

by Olympic

Security ladder
by Innovaplas /
Lumi-O
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POOL LINERS

LIGHTING

The finishing touch!
Our liners have been chosen following top industry standards.
As installation can prove to be a delicate task, best leave it up to
professionals like your SIMA dealer.

When night falls, transform your pool into an enchanting
and welcoming place of relaxation. Whether battery powered,
electric or solar powered, lighting is the perfect way
to create a unique atmosphere.

NEW
ACM-125C

INNOVALITE

step light

step or wall light

by Olympic

by Lumi-O Innovaplas

Ultra Seam
technology

ACM-197C

Most liners have visible joints
along the ground that don’t
always look so great. Our
exclusive manufacturing
process allows for stronger
joints that are practically
invisible.

skimmer light

POPULAR MODELS

by Olympic

STARBRIGHT

return fitting light
by Carvin

ADE IN

C
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ADA
Made in Quebec, AquaFab pool liners are known
for their top quality 18-inch thick vinyl that’s
unmatched on the market.

ACM-180

magnetic wall light

ACM-198C

by Olympic

return fitting
light
by Olympic

Leading-edge technology paired
with unrivalled know-how.
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SAVE WITH
AN ENERGYEFFICIENT
POOL!
Save

What’s better than taking a cool dip in a pool
on a hot summer day? And what if this great
feeling came with a green twist?
up to

With the environment top of mind, we offer
you products that are energy efficient,
reduce water waste and eliminate the use
of chemicals. This allows you to reduce
your pool’s environmental footprint.
To learn more,
visit your Sima dealer.

45%

by summer

on pool heating costs
with a solar cover.

TIP FROM HYDRO-QUÉBEC
See details and conditions at
hydroquebec.com/piscines

POOL TOYS
& GAMES
You’ll find at your SIMA dealer a wide selection
of fun games and blow-up accessories. After all,
pools are the perfect place for fun and games!

TIP
FROM YOUR

SIMA

DEALER
In addition to
keeping in heat,
solar liners limit
water evaporation
and reduce the
need for chemicals.
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Sima, your partner
for summer
greatness!
Our products
•
•
•
•

Above-ground pools
Semi-inground pools
Inground pools
Spas

•
•
•
•

Patio furniture and gazebos
Pool equipment
Spa equipment
Chemicals

Our services
• Water testing
• Installation
• Maintenance
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• Opening/closing
• Repairs
• Delivery

31

Sima, all summer long!

To learn more, visit

simacanada.ca

